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TUM-E-VAC® GASTRIC LAVAGE KIT

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

LATEX FREE | SINGLE USE | DISPOSABLE | CE MARK

1.
2.
3.
4.

Close both clamps on lavage kit.
Fill or spike irrigation solution bag.
Hang solution bag above patient.
Position drainage bag below patient, confirm clamp and outlet bag
are closed.
5. Insert lavage tube into patient using approved standard hospital
procedure.
		 5.1 Using standard X-ray technique, confirm proper placement of
			lavage tube.
6. Fill the irrigation tube by opening clamp located between solution
bag and connector. Close clamp when tube is full.
7. Cut universal connector to desired length and diameter (Please
reference tag on drainage tube for cutting universal connector to
proper length). Attach to lavage tube. (Connector will fit lavage tube
sizes 18 Fr. to 40 Fr.) Keep connector below patient’s stomach level.
8. To start lavage procedure, open irrigation tube clamp until desired
volume of fluid has been administered. Close clamp.
9. To drain stomach fluid, open drain tube clamp. When drainage is
complete, close clamp.
		 9.1 If fluid in not draining properly, the lavage tube may be
			 obstructed.
		 9.2 To clear lavage tube, disconnect tube at connector. Using the
			
provided piston syringe, inject irrigation solution into
			
lavage tube. Attach lavage tube to connector.
		 9.3 If lavage tube remains obstructed, remove tube from patient,
			
correct situation, and repeat step 5.
10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 as required.

• Single use lavage kit
• Non-sterile and latex free

Easy-to-fill top port

Lavage Tubing
Radiopaque strip
confirms proper tube
placement

Solution Bag

Universal Connector

48" Tubing Length
Reference marks at 18",
20" and 22" from distal
end

Closed System
Helps prevent
exposure to stomach
contents and charcoal
solutions

Model Numbers 2057, 2058, 2059, 2081 only:

Optional charcoal
See number 11

Drainage Bag

Airway Management
SM-REF-0002 Rev. 2

11. After lavage is complete, snip tip on charcoal tube, remove red cap on
connector and thread charcoal tube into connector. Slide Twist-Lok
key onto the end of the charcoal tube and twist to dispense charcoal.
After charcoal is dispensed, slide the Twist-Lok to the side to lock
under the tube.
NOTE: The enclosed syringe is an accessory for charcoal delivery,
lavage tube placement, or clearing lavage tube blockage. It has no
measuring function.
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